all major teams working in this area worldwide, and it will certainly represent a critical bottleneck for the acceptance of all future imaging modules in clinical practice. In line with recent advances in molecular imaging and genetics, keeping the microscopic modality at the core of future digital systems in pathology is fundamental to insure the acceptance of these new technologies, as well as for a deeper systemic, structured comprehension of the pathologies. After all, at the scale of routine whole-slide imaging (WSI; ∼ 0.22 μm/pixel), the microscopic image represents a structured 'genomic cluster', enabling a naturally structured support for integrative digital pathology approaches. In order to accelerate and structure the integration of this heterogeneous information, a major effort is and will continue to be devoted to morphological microsemiology (microscopic morphology semantics). Besides insuring the traceability of the results (second opinion) and supporting the orchestration of high-content image analysis modules, the role of semantics will be crucial for the correlation between digital pathology and noninvasive medical imaging modalities. In addition, semantics has an important role in modelling the links between traditional microscopy and recent label-free technologies. The massive amount of visual data is challenging and represents a characteristic intrinsic to digital pathology. The design of an operational integrative microscopy framework needs to focus on scalable multiscale imaging formalism. In this sense, we prospectively consider some of the most recent scalable
Introduction
Pathology is a major element in the diagnosis of severe and chronic diseases. Despite the integration of digital modalities in teaching and research, it is still included in daily clinical practice. Future anatomopathological services need to employ digital technologies in valid routine pathological diagnosis and health care protocols, by integrating whole-slide imaging (WSI) for diagnostic purposes into a whole comprehensive specific digital pathology case record (including clinical, radiological and biological data). The goal is to describe, conceive and formalize an integrative framework of all these data, most of them already used -in different traditional formats -for the final diagnosis and prognosis. This will generate an integrative digital pathology (IDP) process in which the innovation relies on linking microscopic WSI (standard stains, immunohistochemistry and hybridization) to specific or generic annotations defined as microsemiological semantic references. This allows the generation of a structured and standardized image-related report. Therefore, pathological data would be deposited with data provided by the clinic, radiology and clinical biology (big data). IDP is supposed to act as a specialized and standardized patient file generator to be linked -at the hospital level -with the patient medical record.
Initiatives aiming at IDP generation need to create a dynamic link between a microsemiological repository (data warehousing) and routine annotated multiscale images in an intrinsic context of big data (high-content imaging) in histopathology. The role of the microsemiological repository (ontology for anatomopathology -mainly related to the microscopic scale of the examination) is to guide the orchestration of the WSI analysis in order to consolidate/insure its reliability and traceability. This will allow generating a traceable second opinion based on specific quantitative support. Precise quantification support needs to be provided by highly scalable and semanticsdriven imaging modules able to generate a valuable second opinion, which can be validated on a referential annotated database.
All the procedures, specifications and designs need to be generic, allowing a scalable extension to other diseases as well as to other hospitals. Therefore, a coordinated standardization effort is a key factor to facilitate this process.
Besides, steps to insure a sustainable policy and compliance need the active involvement of the hospital information system.
Ethics and quality assurance are also major serious points during the management of semantic catalogues, pathology reports, data warehouse and WSI.
Histopathological Examination
Histopathological examination represents a milestone supporting the diagnostic and therapeutic decision making in severe chronic or acute diseases, malformations, and inflammatory, metabolic and neoplastic diseases. Concretized by the pathology report, the histopathological examination is an important part stated in the patient chart and a prerequisite for all therapeutic decisions made in oncology, for example during a multidisciplinary team meeting. It relies on individual medical professional diagnostic judgment, and integrates macro-and microscopic morphological criteria issued from standard and special techniques, such as immunohistochemistry, enzymology and in situ hybridization. It has an integrative value, consolidated by clinical, radiological and biological data, and visualizes genetic and molecular changes, for example.
The future of histopathology is obviously digital (data and images). The challenge is to combine various general tasks in the framework of health care, i.e. to be able to make a diagnosis of the case on the spot, to reposit the medical data for the patient on record, as well as to feed and structure the research strategy, particularly in oncology.
The present challenge we all face is to create an innovative approach to monitoring the health care pathway for which the milestones and the impact are related to the production of digital histopathology tools, the modeling of the pathway and the conceptualization of the associated massive database for high-performance integrative cognitive research. The goal is to create generic standards and adapt software for the application in other fields of medicine for data collection and analysis, modeling of practice and knowledge are traced in situ.
IDP is capable to overcome the present limitations by combining divers factors and tools in pathology in order to defeat challenges such as the contractualized report time delivery, the complexity of the procedures, the utilization of in situ molecular techniques, the pharmacodiagnostic characteristics of the lesion/tumor and the need for targeted and personalized therapy.
Beyond a simple replacement of microscopy by a screen or a tactile interface, this corresponds essentially to the integration of WSI, Regions of Interest (ROI), annotations, codes and contextual graphs in a real-time report-building approach. This innovative pathology tracing and labeling need to become the safeguard of diagnostic quality, security and validity, as well as data collection. This can be expected to be feasible for the interpretation of a biopsy, which is mandatory as a first diagnostic step for precise and standardized health care.
What is on the way to be designed for a theme (in the case of the Hôpital de la Pitié-Salpêtrière, senology had priority over all other IDP initiatives due to the strategic actions and motivation of all local actors) shall be extended as a generic method to other pathways, including clinical, radiological, histopathological, biological and molecular information assessed by a multidisciplinary team, and may lead to personalized therapy in different phases of cancer care (in liver and prostate cancers, for example).
Evolution of Digital Pathology
In pathology, digital approaches are far more challenging than in other fields, e.g. radiology, due to several reasons, such as high-content image acquisition, storage, analysis, complexity, heterogeneity, visual exploration and annotation. In addition, pathologists require years of practice before the level of expertise is reached. A huge amount of complex visual features need to be correlated with the experience of the pathologist before taking the responsibility of the medical report. The pressure of an increasing number of pathological examinations versus a relatively decreasing number of pathologists urges us all to support this profession with advanced semantic modelling and visual analysis tools able to tackle the challenges of big data.
A single whole slide image is generally about 140,000 × 60,000 pixels RGB (3 bytes per pixel), which amounts to ∼ 8 × 10 9 pixels. Each image is usually ∼ 1-2 GB when compressed and 15-25 GB when uncompressed. At the Department of Pathology, Hôpital de la Pitié-Salpêtrière, about 1,500-2,000 slides need to be analyzed and diagnosed per day. The APHP (Public Hospital System of Paris and its suburbs), for example, serves ∼ 30 anatomopathological centers, which amounts to ∼ 300 PB (3 × 10 6 GB) of data per year.
In the next generation of projects, we plan to focus on a selected and specific range of specimens: core biopsies that are performed in a well-defined health care protocol. A massive immediate switch to total digital examination of all types of requests is not yet realistic. However, for some major fields of medicine, integrating and modeling clinical and morphological data represents, in our opinion, a wise strategy.
The evolution of digital technologies together with the emergence of big data technologies allow us to realistically head for full digital imaging in pathology in the next few years. The elaboration of these technologies in opensource formalisms needs to generate reference values in digital pathology.
Starting by analyzing, conceptualizing and standardizing the knowledge representation using a formalism adopted by the pathologists, we are now studying appropriate knowledge management, ontology alignment and consolidation technologies for high-content biomedical image exploration and annotation, all dedicated to big data warehousing in health care (applying security, privacy and anonymization constraints). Generating pathology reports from these semantic annotations will allow us to pass an important milestone on the road to digital pathology. This will enable the pathologists to push the granularity or the semantic representation to the level of the microsemiology in the whole medical chain. Therefore, the RadLex, a radiological lexicon used for radiological terms mostly for topological issues, could be extended to much finer granularity.
A dynamic operational framework is requested by creating a dynamic link between a microsemiology repository (at the data warehousing level) and routine-annotated multiscale images in an intrinsic context of big data (high-content imaging) in histopathology. Operational quantification support is to be provided by highly scalable and semantics-driven imaging modules, able to provide a valuable second opinion validated on a referential annotated database. All the imaging modules need to act in a routine semantics-guided pathway validated by pathologists. Finally, the designed system needs to be able to facilitate the readings, annotation and report generation routinely. This allows to design and build the The ANR TecSan MICO [1] project allowed the Department of Pathology (Hôpital de la Pitié-Salpêtrière) to elaborate the first proofs of concept of WSI exploration protocols for mitosis detection [2] and nuclear atypia grading [3] . The contextual modeling of the approach has also been realized [4] as the first proof of concept of semantics-driven imaging [5] .
In the future, we need to build a real-scale semanticdriven platform enabling the design, test and validation of modular pattern recognition tools for quantification support in routine digital pathology. This warrants active support from all departments associated with pathology (i.e. clinical unit(s) -e.g. senology, medical imaging, medical biology and medical informatics). Therefore, the algorithms and the approaches need to become scalable to big visual data, a major characteristic of digital pathology. These initiatives are designed to produce management tools for massive amounts of WSI data sets, semantically consistent and annotated according to an ACP (anatomo-cytopathology).
Knowledge representation analysis, conceptualization and standardization, an active dynamic framework of semantic imaging, are the core of future digital pathology platforms. Major actions to be taken need to revolve around contextual modeling of a standardized medical workflow, ontology alignment and a semantic data warehouse repository, scalable semantics-driven algorithms for massive high-content WSI analysis and process analysis of patient information and material, as well as a financial analysis of the medical workflows involved.
In the following, we focus on scalable semantics-driven algorithms for massive high-content WSI analysis showing the principle of the semantic framework and the major categories of proposed scalable methods.
Scalable Quantification Methods for Digital Pathology
Generally speaking, considering the needs for scalability in digital pathology, we could mention three essential viewpoints: • Mining high-content, large-scale images in more expressive ways than a purely statistical description • Developing frameworks including high-level geopetrics and shape priors for data modeling • Creating a new generation of image analysis with highly automated algorithms being robustly scalable In order to ensure the acceptability of the technology, digital pathology needs to be able to provide a series of form extraction capabilities which comply with routine pathology and semantics. The microsemiology to be used in image analysis and quantification support needs to correspond to a sustainable ontology dedicated to microscopic features relevant for the pathology report.
We centered our ideas on the major imaging challenges in digital pathology, which can be divided into categories, with each of them corresponding to a range of magnification settings: detection and segmentation, regional assessment and nuclei architecture analysis.
Detection and Segmentation of Nuclei
An important state-of-the-art paper of the methods for nuclear detection, segmentation and classification in digital pathology has been published previously [6] . Usually, analysis at the nucleus level requests working with images at ×40 magnification.
The mitotic score is one of the three Nottingham criteria. This score is computed from the region with the highest mitosis density within the WSI. The digital strategy proposed previously [5] for the evaluation of the highest mitosis density without exhaustive WSI analysis is represented in figure 1 .
The corresponding digital protocol starts by extracting the territory corresponding to the invasive area to be graded. This relevant territory (usually extracted by the pathologist) is split into ×40 frames. Since we are looking for the area having the highest concentration of mitotic nuclei, in order to accelerate the critical ROI search, we take samples from the set of frames covering the tumor ( fig. 1 ) [5] .
This protocol provides a clinically acceptable mitosis score approximation. However, more details are needed for its realization, e.g. the different steps of the strategy and the type of data exchanged from one step to another. Therefore, mitotic scoring has to be split in modular algorithms, which enable a precise description in terms of inputs and outputs in a more accurate manner. Accordingly, several modular algorithms are designed from the mitotic count strategy as a first step towards a cognitive platform. In order to insure a broad applicability of these modules, particular attention is paid to the definition of algorithm interfaces [5] .
Significant series of initiatives have recently been launched by structuring a mitosis database with a proper annotation and a precise diagnosis purpose. MITOS 153 [2] has been the first [7] , followed by AMIDA [8] and refined by MITOS&ATYPIA [3] . The goal is to build up a validation database dedicated (in this case) to the mitotic count for the prognosis of breast cancer. Similar initiatives may emerge in the near future for other pathologies.
Regional Assessment of Nuclei
The first challenge concerning nuclear atypia was a topic of the 22nd International Conference on Pattern Recognition in 2014 [3] . Annotations were made at two magnification levels: the operational one at ×20 (mostly used to assess nuclear atypia), with the usual grades used in pathology (1-3) , as well as a detailed description of relevant nuclear atypia patterns [size of nuclei, size of nucleoli, density of chromatin, thickness of the nuclear membrane, regularity of nuclear contours and anisonucleosis (i.e. size variation within a population of nuclei)] for each ×40 frame inside the ×20 one, according to the digital pathology protocol setup ( fig. 2 ) [5] .
Concerning the nuclear atypia grading protocol, inspiration came from the use of dynamic Voronoi diagrams ( fig. 3 ) [9] .
An interesting scalable approach to detect and assess nuclear atypia has been published previously [10] . Combined with probabilistic filtering based on scale, shape and color, this has been shown to give interesting results in HE images [11] . The parallelization of this method opens interesting perspectives to WSI analysis in the near future [12, 13] .
Analysis of Nuclear Architecture
The study of nuclear architecture is of major interest for a series of pathologies. This is usually done at magnifications of ×5 to ×10. In breast cancer, the tubular structures (one of the three HE grading criteria) correspond to 154 the examples in which nuclear arrangements need to be analyzed with different imaging tools (i.e. graphs). A recent challenge has been launched: GlaS (Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention) was designed for the detection of glands in colon cancer [14] .
A good example of a scalable method based on mathematical morphology and graphs [15] in inflammatory bowel disease is presented in the study by Ben Cheikh et al. [16] , which was part of the FlexMIm project [17] . Indeed, developing a mathematical morphology based on graphs allows to rely on a sparse structure of epithelial nuclei (for example), in order to launch spatial relationship operators (e.g. surrounded by, between, inside or linking). An interesting study of the ontology extension able to take into account these relationships has been published by Tutac [18] . This work needs to be extended and deployed further on in order to deal with a series of very useful spatial parameters for diagnosis and prognosis.
Semantics-Driven WSI Analysis in Digital Pathology
Basically, histopathology is a highly visual cognitive medical discipline. Instead of building a hard-coded imaging algorithms, we chose to use a semantic framework [5] enabling us to deploy a traceable, flexible approach for semantic WSI exploration and digital pathology assistance. Based on a dedicated maintainable ontology and a reasoner, the purpose of this semantic platform is to support pathologists during the diagnostic process, taking advantage of updated medical and image processing technologies while relying on the knowledge of experienced histopathologists.
In order to extend the methodology described [5] and effectively orchestrate an important number of imaging tools by knowledge and reasoning, this system requires scalable imaging methods able to deal with big data challenges triggered by routine digital pathology and huge imaging data. Such scalable imaging tools need to be adapted to the needs of digital pathology according to two familiar methods detailed in the previous sections: statistical and graph-based morphology ( fig. 4 ) .
Such semantic imaging architecture offers benefits such as traceability of the decision making, improved acceptance of technology and increased flexibility of the use of WSI processing algorithms by choosing the priority of the application (e.g. quality, efficiency or compliance).
Conclusion
This insight paper illustrates our vision concerning the semantic approach to IDP, which is able to deal with traceable, scalable imaging algorithms which can be mod- 155 ulated for high-content image analysis. The objective is to make histopathological WSI analysis reliable and traceable for an improved second opinion based on quantitative support.
Indeed, semantic orchestration allows working with high-content imaging web service creating, therefore, a way to stimulate the whole community involved in this area and thus to provide solutions regarding the intellectual property issue related to image analysis algorithms.
Creating a professionally annotated database for each digital pathology challenge will constitute a validation referential for the future of IDP. All the imaging tools will need to pass this validation test before being considered for routine protocols.
Besides, scalability and parallelization capabilities are essential nowadays in order to go for massive high-content challenges in an operational context.
Our future initiatives will help to advance this vision, supported by our medical, industrial and academic partners involved in our national and European projects. Through this insight paper, we hope to increase this community, by crystallizing the premises of a future standard for a semantics-driven and scalable high-content imaging framework.
Corresponding to an ambitious challenge, leading to a potential breakthrough in IDP, this work has also the meaning of its genericity. Indeed, the approach is applicable to a number of additional challenges related, for example, to cytology, biology, molecular imaging and, in general, to a large set of high-content high-throughput automatic screening approaches.
